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Claudia Peina has recently directed her time, energy and 
prodigious talents to creating a sleuth of bears - all made from 
elk antler.  Although they are small in height (1½” - 2½”) and 
affordable ($48 - $72), they are expansive and expressive.   

A variety of poses (8 designs and several variations) conceived 
to elevate one’s spirit. These bears are either smiling or singing.

Standing ‘Bus stop’  Bears  1¾“  $32
Standing Bears ala Uncle 
Miguel Haloo  1¾”  $40

FAMILY PORTRAIT
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Most of these fetishes 
are made by cutting cross-
sections from a branch of 
antler. [Geometrically, a 
‘frustum’ from a ‘conical 
solid’ (the antler branch)] i.e. what 
circus elephants step on!!.  
The width of the cross-sections 
is a scant ⅜” - ⅝” (with a slight 
bulge at one end to accommodate hand 
and head turning).  Claudia’s 
genius is how she ‘works’ the 
perimeter (or edge) of each of 
these cross-sections.#

1 ¾” $48  & 2” $60

SMILING & SINGING SOCCER  BEARS

SINGING SOCCER BEAR

Foot bent at the knee ready to score a goal.
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The perils of this style of carving are the handling of very small pieces of 
antler, cutting fingers and nails, being struck by the occasional pieces 
that fly off the buffing wheels and, most serious, the constant inhaling of 
ever-present antler dust.  But look at the finely-crafted details (eyes, 
mouths, burnishing, buffing) and you can appreciate the effort put into 
these carvings.

SINGING DANCING BEAR

DANCING BEARS

HUGGING BEAR

Leg raised to one side. Arms extended.

Feet on Ground. Arms extended.

1 ¾” $48  & 2” $60

1 ¼” $40  & 1 ½” $48  & 2” $60 & 2 ½ ” $72 
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OPERA BEARS

NEW NEW
BALLET BEARS

All of these designs display a carefree, spiritual, 
embracing, emotive feel that makes them irresistible.

1 ½ ”  $48 & 2” $60

WALKING BEAR

Foot bent, toes touching 
ground. Arms extended.  
AND smiling

Feet on ground. One arm 
extended; one across chest. 
AND singing

2” $60
2” $60
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Claudia Peina has recently directed her time, energy and 
prodigious talents  to creating a sleuth of bears.  All of these 
are made with elk antler.  They are small in size (1 ½” - 2 
½”). low in price ($48 - $72)  but large in expression.   

crab  3”  $75
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1 ⅛ ” diameter  $120

WALKING (quadraped) BEAR

CORAL HOOPS  - MEDIUM
HOOPS - SMALL
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Joanne Peina, Claudia’s oldest sibling (nine in all), is a jeweler, 
noted for her distinctive hoop earrings.  They are made in a 
number of sizes.  These are either all-turquoise or all-coral.  
Other ‘colors’ or mixed colors are also available.

TURQUOISE HOOPS  - MEDIUM

HOOPS - VERY SMALL

1 ⅛ ” diameter  $100

¾ ” diameter  $48 TQ; $60 C

½ ” diameter  $24 TQ; $32 C
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Tablita Maiden with 
necklace and holding corn.

Not to worry.  Claudia is still carving larger 
pieces - award-winning maidens and 
bears ranging up to 8”.  She continues to 
carve using stones and shells

Once again, Claudia is signing ‘CLP’ 
after many years of just ‘CP’. She 
also adds a ‘Z’ for ‘Zuni’, [not ‘Zorro’].

BestofZuni.com!
   Dr. Harold Finkelstein#
   Amy Finkelstein Snider#

Three decades of direct buying on 
western reservations and selling 
directly to galleries, museums, 
specialty shops and collectors 
…..And Now to the general public.#
#
A commitment to fairness, quality 
and integrity - a vital link between 
Native American artists and the 
public.

Dominating both the landscape and conscientious 
of all in its purview, Dowa Yalanne towers above the 
Zuni Pueblo. This natural redoubt provided a safe 
haven in the 16th century where Zunis fled to 
escape marauding Spanish conquistadors.


